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Vinciguerra Suzuki Violin Studio
Student’s Shopping Checklist
•

Student’s Name: ______________________________________________________

•

Date of First Lesson: ____/____/_______

Lesson Day/Time: _________________

•

Student’s Size:
4/4
3/4
1/2
Adults

1/16

1/4

1/8

1/10

1/32

Box Violin
Children

•

Student needs the following materials in the size circled above:
□ Violin
□ Bow
□ Case
□ Shoulder Rest (Please choose a Kun, Everest, or a contoured sponge)

•

Student also needs the following items:
□ Method Books
Suzuki Violin School Revised Edition with CD, Volume: ___
Mark O’Connor Violin Method with CD, Volume: ___
□ Nurtured by Love by Shinichi Suzuki
□ Combination digital tuner/metronome
□ Rosin
□ Cleaning cloth
□ CD player or MP3 player
□ Notebook
□ Pencil

and

Suggested Retailers:
Shar Music
www.sharmusic.com
1-800-248-7427

Johnson String Instrument
www.johnsonstring.com
1-800-359-9351

Potter Violin Company
www.pottersviolins.com
1-800-317-9452

The Violin Exchange (Rob Kelly)
violinexchange@embarqmail.com
1008 W. Broad Street Dunn, NC 28334
1-910-892-8900

Getting Started: Buying a Violin and Accessories
•

Please do not buy a violin until we have met in person so that I can guide you through this
process. Buying a violin is not as straightforward as buying a guitar or a school band instrument.
Chances are slim that you will find a quality instrument in a general music store, pawn shop, or
antique store. Avoid purchasing an instrument from eBay or Craigslist, department stores,
wholesale clubs, and yard sales. Additionally, children require smaller scale violins; I must
measure your child to ensure a proper fit.

Beware VSOs: "Violin-Shaped Objects"
•

Did you find a cheap deal that seems too good to be true? Maybe you've found a violin for your
child that is pink and sparkly and looks like a fashion accessory? These instruments are referred
to by teachers as "Violin-Shaped Objects." Just because it looks like a violin, doesn't mean it will
sound like a violin. Please review these articles for valuable information on how to avoid the
costly consequences of beginning with a poor quality violin:
•
•
•
•

Cheap Violins for Sale are Not a Good Deal by Laurie Niles
Parents Guide to VSOs by Shar Music
When is a Bargain Not a Bargain? by Richard Ward
Beware! The $99 Violin by Frank's Violins

Ages 5 and Under: Box Violins
•

Very young children will begin with a box violin and dowel bow until they learn how to properly
hold the instrument without dropping it. Once a child is ready for a real violin, he or she will
need an instrument scaled for his or her small body. I will measure your child to determine
what size instrument will work best for him or her. As your child grows, he or she will require a
larger sized violin, bow, and shoulder rest.

Under Age 3
•

If you would like your child to take violin lessons but he or she is under the age of 3, you may
give them a head start by playing the recordings daily. There are 10 volumes of beautiful music
to listen to and enjoy. I began playing the recordings of Volumes 1-10 for my daughter daily
when she was only two months old.

Tips for Taking Care of Your Violin and Bow
1. Keep your finger nails trimmed short. You should have very little white showing at the end of
your nails if they are the proper length.
2. Never touch the bow hair. Oils from your skin will make the hair slip and slide across the violin
strings making it difficult to produce a lovely sound.
3. Rosin the bow hair each time you play. For a brand new bow or recently re-haired bow, you will
need a copious amount of rosin in order to produce any sound on the violin strings. Use a bit of
fine-grit sandpaper to rough up a new block of rosin. Always make sure your bow hair is
tightened before rosining the bow.
4. Always tighten the bow hair before playing. Always loosen the bow hair before packing the
instrument away. “Righty-tighty, lefty-loosie.” The bow has a curve in it which should remain
even if the bow is tightened. You need just enough tension to make the hair taut; if you can
barely fit your pinky between the hair and stick at the center of the bow, that is tight enough.
5. Wipe rosin dust off of your instrument and strings with a soft cloth before packing it away.
6. Take care not to drop either the violin or the bow. Small children should practice over carpet
when possible.
7. Tune the violin each time you play. Try to use only the fine-tuners (metal screws on the
tailpiece) if possible. If you must turn the pegs, always loosen the string first, even if the pitch is
already flat. This reduces the possibility of a string breaking. Always keep a spare set of strings
in your case in case one breaks.
8. Do not let your violin get too cold or hot. Store it away from heating and air conditioning units.
Do not leave it in a vehicle. Temperature extremes will cause tuning problems at best, and
damage to your instrument at worst.
9. Do not let your violin get too humid or dry. Dry air is typically more of an issue during the
winter, and humidity is a summer issue. Dry air can crack wood and moist air can warp wood. A
hygrometer for the case can help you monitor moisture levels and you can keep them in a safe
range by using a Damp-it or small vial of water in the case.
10. Do not use harsh chemicals, such as furniture polish, on your violin, bow, or strings. Use only
cleaners specifically made for violins and follow all included instructions. You will only need to
use such cleaners infrequently.

I Love to Practice!
Excerpt from a presentation by Joanne Bath, Hardy Distinguished Professor of Suzuki Pedagogy at East
Carolina University, given to the Greenville Suzuki Association.
“I love to practice!” That’s what we all want our children to say. Here are some ideas for how parents can get
there without resorting to things they wish they hadn’t! These suggestions can keep you motivated so that you
can help your children have the best possible musical experience.
Enjoy the process. If you can figure out how to have pleasant practice sessions, you and your children will
succeed. This may be the hardest part of the whole process, and perhaps the most crucial. Suzuki said that little
children should “practice three minutes, five times a day, with joy.” The main goal for practice should be with
joy.
Be consistent. If your child knows that you will practice every day at the same time, it is easier for you and more
secure for your child. Find a time that works best for your family. If you can, practice for ten or fifteen minutes
before school.
Don’t negotiate. If you practice only when your child feels like it, you will probably never practice. Get in the
habit of regular practice and do it. Say, “Practicing is what we do in our family.” I have found that “in our family”
is one of the greatest phrases you can use. If children believe something is done in their family, they will do it!
Be reasonable—don’t expect perfection. One of the parent’s most important jobs is to show children that life is
not a matter of being perfect, but one of trying new things and growing. We do not want children to be overly
cautious about learning. We want them to be interested in a variety of things, and willing to accept a challenge.
Work for an accomplishment rather than a set amount of time. One of the best ways you can teach your
children to be efficient workers is to stop early when they have accomplished the goals for a practice session. If
students can learn to reach their goals in less time, they learn efficiency.
Do not ask for too much. If you stop the practice session before the child is ready to stop, the child will want to
play again the next day. Suzuki said, “Move slowly and never stop.”
Gradually lengthen practice time. Children need to slowly gain physical stamina. They will also have more
repertoire as time progresses, and practicing will automatically get longer as they review. Some of my students
review a whole book each day.
Focus on quality rather than quantity. Small manage-able sections can be worked out with a feeling of success.
Do one measure thoroughly so the child can really master it. More is not always better. It is better to play fewer
pieces and play them well, so move slowly and carefully.
Move at your child’s pace. Compare only so you have a general idea of what others are doing. Allow your child
to move at a pace that is natural for her.
Know what you are doing. You are the home teacher. To learn what you should be doing at home with your
child, ask the teacher. Take notes or tape the lesson.
Be in charge. The secret to successful practicing is that the parent must be in charge to a greater or lesser
degree depending on the child’s age.

Focus on what is right. Tell children what they are doing well. Parents often ask if they can help their children
successfully if they are not musicians them-selves. Actually, non-musician parents often have a much easier time
than musician parents. Musicians are trained to find mistakes so that they can correct them, while people who
are not musicians tend to hear the music and not the mistakes.
Stay positive. Be of good cheer. Avoid statements like, “You’re not even trying,” “That’s terrible,” or, “You’re
just trying to irritate me!” If you feel something hurtful coming, put your hand over your mouth. Do not say
something that could destroy weeks of positive growth.
Remember the power of praise. Praise always accomplishes more than criticism. Sometimes it is not just praise
but acknowledgment. Acknowledge what the child is doing. Keep a running list of all the wonderful things that
your child does. If your child is just starting to read, make the list in large print so the child can read for himself
all the things that he did well.
Give rewards. From the beginning, try to establish the desire and pattern of practice. You don’t have to always
give rewards, but if you do at certain times, you’ll find that you will get good work from your child. Austin, our
six-year-old grandson, will work hard for shiny pennies, which we call “gold coins.” I sometimes give him one for
everything he does well in a practice session.
Consider listening part of practicing. Listening makes the practicing and learning easy. Put your child to bed
every night with a tape of the next piece. He will be able to learn the notes to that piece very rapidly, and all you
will have to do is show him the bowings. If you are in a time crunch, and simply can’t practice one day, listen. If
you have to choose between practicing and listening, listen. If you go on a camping trip and you can’t take the
violin, take the tape player and listen.
Give projects and assignments. Deadlines and performances are very motivational. A performance could be just
making a video or audio tape for the grandparents, or playing over the telephone. Get children to play as much
as they possibly can.
Review every day. Most of my students have a review chart. When they are more advanced, they may do three
pieces from each book or they may do one book a day. The students at the end of Book 2 should play all of the
pieces in Book 2 every day. This may mean two practice sessions. If your child is in Book 1, he should be
practicing all of the pieces in Book 1 every day.
Play review games. Children love “Lucky Dip.” Write cards with the names of all the pieces that the children play
and put them in a box. The children draw the name of a piece of music from the box, and play the piece. Or have
your child play along with the CD.
Divide practice sessions in approximate thirds: one-third review, one-third preview, and one-third polishing.
Polishing means working on the last three pieces and getting those so that they are performance ready.
Help older children find time to practice. One of the best things you can do is to excuse your teenager from
some household tasks in exchange for practicing. Make it easy for them.
This is a very special time that you have with your children. You have your child one-on-one during
practice. Sometimes that is the only time that a parent and child have alone together. Treasure your
children and their accomplishments. Be understanding, encouraging and loving and I promise you that
you will have success beyond anything you could have ever imagined!

